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place. But as the spouse of Linda turn of the century. Annual sales fer such unhappy ends, whether
Gist Marten, a long-time Regis- of pianos doubled between 1900 they deserved it or not, the many
tered Piano Technician and PTG and 1923 to over 340,000 per year. itinerant piano tuners making
member, a tiny detail also caught Individuals had to service all those their livings in rural America
my attention: The accused kid- pianos appearing on the farms and during the late nineteenth and
napper, William Walters, made a in the small towns of America. A early twentieth centuries earned
living traveling the deep South quick search for "traveling piano a poor reputation as con-artists,
as a tinkerer, handyman, organ tuner'' in the millions of pages seducers, and blackguards-not
builder-and piano tuner! Walters of newspapers on the Library of unlike the fictional Harold Hill in
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mumtles. Sorne were perfectly er (teachers in those days would unable to make simple repairs or
reputable-respected, appreci- have to resign if they married) even find a true pitch, he wrote,
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business.The ads referred to them man." An article about impetu- it also editorialized on the "class
as "experts" or sometimes as "Pro- ous marriages featured a good- of blind piano tuners known in
fessors." Sherman H. Thompson, for-nothing tuner who stole a the jargon of the trade as 'bellthe manager ofthe music depart- customer's daughter. "She and ringers,"' who used "their trade
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City, "working the natives for
spot cash and victuals." But others
were professional grifters. Several
N orfolk, Virginia residents were
swindled by a "slick tongued individual" claiming to be a "first
class piano tuner" and offering
fake recommendations. A Utah
woman was "fleeced" of five dollars by a "Smooth Sharper" of
a piano tuner. An actual piano
tuner-at least the newspaper
report claimed he had tuned a
piano-with a broken nose, a
German accent, and the ability
to speak four languages made off
with a Kentucky couple's jewelry
and a pair of pants. The police
reported he had be en" operating"
throughout central Kentucky
during the winter of 1897 and
1898. A Nebraska tuner, highly
recommended by a local school
teacher, ended up paying his bilis
by forging that friend's signature
on numerous checks. 8
Perhaps even worse were the
stories-like the one at the beginning of this article-in which
tuners seduced na1ve women. A
cautionary tale about impetuous
love featured a "traveling piano
tuner" as one half of an ill-fated
marriage. In 1896, a "rich girl"
was "lured from home" by a
"traveling piano tuner'' passing
through Harvard, Illinois. Somehow the cad had convinced the
young woman to el o pe with him.
Authorities tracked the couple
to Chicago and brought them
back to the girl's home, where the
tuner barely escaped lynching by
the mob that met the train at the
station. He survived, but the authorities threw him in jail and set
bail at $1500. 9
Although it is impossible to
tell what percentage of traveling
tuners were con-m en and criminals, there was clearly something
20 Piano Technicians Journal 1 May 2014

about them that bothered midwestern and southern Americans.
When the well-known Missouri
congressman Champ Clark was
upset in the election of 1894 by a
political novice, the winner, one
William Treloar, was ridiculed
as a "traveling piano tuner." He
wasn't-he was actually a music
professor at Hardin College-but
it must have seemed ludicrous to
readers that a man as lowly as an
itinerant piano tuner could possibly defeat a respectable candidate.
At least one honest tuner was
victimized by his colleagues' bad
reputation when lawmen arrested
an Ohio man possessing a bag of
suspicious-looking tools on suspicion of being a professional burglar; he spent a night inJail before
finally being released. 1
The reputation of traveling
piano tuners seems to have improved in the 1920s.A syndicated
story called "The Open Road"
featured Sydney Blair, a failed
poet and writer who managed a
meager living by heading out on
the "open road" every summer
and tramping around the country tuning pianos. The feel-good
story has Blair rescuing an injured
and amnesiac old man and paying for the stranger's life-saving
surgery with his meager earnings.
The old man recovers his health
and his memory-turns out he
was quite wealthy-and writes
Blair a check for $5000, changing
his life forever. 11
An even more impressive
specimen appeared in a 1920
novel Mary Wollaston, whose hero
was actually a piano tuner. In its
review of the book, the Washington Herald called the tuner "in
every sense ... a superman." H e
was "commanding in physique, as
well as in intellect, quite capable
of wrestling with a concert grand

until it is brought to perfect concert pitch."The book was a combination soap opera, psychological
romance, and behind-the-scenes
show business novel. Most of the
action revolved around a loving
but bickering family ofNewYork
opera singers. (The title character
is the featured performer at the
Ravinia festival north of Chicago
one summer.) Anthony March,
the tuner in question, did not
tramp around the countryside
looking for pianos to tune, but as
a musician and composer of modern operas, he projected the air
of a slightly bohemian free spirit.
At one point, he manages in just
a few hours to complete a heroic
repair of a beat-up square grand.
He has other good qualities, too,
but saving the day by repairing
the hopelessly out-of-regulation
piano helps him win the hand of
the title character after a rather
on-and-off-again romance. 12
"The piano tuner has come
into his own at last," declared the
Herald, and it do es seem that lurid
and dismissive stories about hapless or criminal tuners disappeared
from the popular press during
the decade after the First World
War. Despite the rather plentiful
anecdotal evidence, there really
is no reason to think that piano
tuners were any more dishonest
or less trustworthy than other
itinerant craftsmen in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. There were no doubt
plenty of plumbers, peddlers, and
band instrument salesmen who
also robbed and seduced and defrauded their customers.
But piano tuners seemed different. Perhaps it was because
owning a piano was the symbol
of middle-class respectability, and
owners of those symbols hated to
have that respectability challenged
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At one point, he manages in just
a few hours to complete a heroic
repair of a beat-up square grand.
He has other good qualities, too,
but saving the day by repairing
the hopelessly out-of-regulation
piano helps him win the hand of
the title character after a rather
on-and-off-again romance. 12
"The piano tuner has come
into his own at last," declared the
Herald, and it do es seem that lurid
and dismissive stories about hapless or criminal tuners disappeared
from the popular press during
the decade after the First World
War. Despite the rather plentiful
anecdotal evidence, there really
is no reason to think that piano
tuners were any more dishonest
or less trustworthy than other
itinerant craftsmen in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. There were no doubt
plenty of plumbers, peddlers, and
band instrument salesmen who
also robbed and seduced and defrauded their customers.
But piano tuners seemed different. Perhaps it was because
owning a piano was the symbol
of middle-class respectability, and
owners of those symbols hated to
have that respectability challenged
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